Online Publication

This course explains the legal framework, within which it is possible to publish a work online.

Audience

- Researchers, PhDs, students, publishers and editors

Main Contents

- Copyright aspects of online publication
- Legal aspects of online publication of your own work, publication by editors/publishers and online publication of other authors’ works
- Basic principles of Open Access

Learning Objectives

- Recognize how to best publish online your own works
- Identify when online publication is allowed without consent of the right’s holder
- Choose the right and most appropriate technology to share a document for a specific purpose (e.g.: LMS or email or blog)
- React correctly if an inappropriate publication is noticed

Learning Techniques

STRUCTURED LEARNING

- Theoretical introduction about online publication and the basics of copyright law

SOCIAL LEARNING

- Share your experiences of publishing online your own works and distributing works of others
- Exchange your ideas on different ways of online publishing
- Build internal and external personal networks/contacts

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

- Work on real case studies to learn how to identify inappropriate publications/distribution
- Among a given list of works, select those that can be published online, how and where in given situations